NEWMAN PIN REGISTRATION SWING-FIXTURE LOCATOR FORM

1. Customer Name & Address:                                   Date: _______________________
                                                                 ____________________________________________________________________________
                                                                 ____________________________________________________________________________
                                                                 ____________________________________________________________________________
                                                                 ____________________________________________________________________________
                                                                 Phone: _________________________________________________________________________
                                                                 Contact: _______________________________________________________________________

2. Type of frame:   M3-UL: ____  MZX-UL: ____  Other: ____

3. Frame Size: _____ x _____ O.D.

4. Pallet Size: _____ x _____ O.D.

5. Type of Printing Press: __________________________________________

6. Measure distance from frame O.D. to front of Pallet: ________ (inches)

    Important Note:
    Place your Newman Roller frame into a print-head. Make sure the micro settings are
    “zeroed-out”. Position your frame in the print-head and channels to where you would
    normally place it for a standard set-up. Next, position your platen to its standard print
    location. Raise or lower the frame/pallet, lock your frame down and then take your
    measurement. This will ensure the correct placement of the Swing-Fixture.

    Make a copy of this form for your records and then attach this form to your pallet and
    ship it us. Please make sure the pallet you select is flat and not warped in any way. We
    suggest providing a NEW pallet for best results. Provide a form for each pallet you are
    retrofitting. Your Dealer can also assist you with this.

Ship to:
Attn: Pallet Fixture Retrofit
Stretch Devices, Inc
3401 North “I” Street
Philadelphia, PA  19134